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DHEA

A Strategy & Creative 

Presentation

NPAFInc
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The Brief

To launch a brand of DHEA - A new offering in a 

new category

Marketed internationally as a herbal / dietary 

supplement
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Agenda

Current Scenario

– The Market

– The Consumer

– The Doctor

– The Product

 Issues and Challenges

Recommendations
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International Learning on Nutraceuticals
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“Nutraceuticals” Cover 3 Broad 

Categories
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Evolution from ingredients to functional foods

- vitamins

- Minerals

- omega 3,6

- Lycine

- Lechitin

- DHEA

- Oligosacharides

- Pre and post biotics

- Chitosan

- Garlic

- Ginger

- Primrose Oil

- Green Barley extract

- Cranberry Extract

- Ginseng

- Ginko Biloba extract

- Grapeseed oil

- Cod Liver oil

- Spirulina

- Shark cartilage

- Bee Pollen

- Amla, Tulsi etc

- Green Tea

- Wafers rich with fibre

- Fibre enriched drinks

- Protein enriched energy

drinks

- Meal substitutes with 

Medium Chain Triglycerides

- Cholesterol lowering 

margarine

- Bubblegum with flavonids

Nutrients Power Foods from Nature Nutrient Enriched Food
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Each Category Has Different Drivers

- vitamins

- Minerals

- omega 3,6

- Lycine

- Lechitin

- DHEA

- Oligosacharides

- Pre and post biotics

- Chitosan

- Co enzyme Q10

- Garlic

- Ginger

- Primrose Oil

- Green Barley extract

- Cranberry Extract

- Ginseng

- Ginko Bilboa extract

- Grapeseed oil

- Cod Liver oil

- Spirulina

- Shark cartilage

- Bee Pollen

- Amla, Tulsi etc

- Green Tea

- Wafers rich with fibre

- Fibre enriched drinks

- Protein enriched energy

drinks

- Meal substitutes with 

Medium Chain Triglycerides

- Cholesterol lowering 

margarine

- Bubblegum with flavonids

-

Nutrients Power Foods from Nature Nutrient Enriched Food

Led by new 

Discoveries

Led by Re-looking

at Different

“Heritage” Health

Elements

Combination of 

Food With Latest

Discoveries or

Enriched With 

Power Foods
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Different Countries in Different Stages 

of Evolution As Seen From Product Mix 

in Different Categories
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Japan: More Preventive than Curative

-Not visible in media

- Konnyaku Jelly

- Wafers rich with fibre

- Fibre enriched drinks

- Protein enriched energy

drinks

- Bubblegum with flavonids

- snacks with green tea

Garlic, Ginger, Green Tea

Preventive Curative

Japan

US

-- Protein enriched energy

drinks

- Meal substitutes with 

Medium Chain 

Triglycerides

- Cholesterol lowering 

margarine

- US - has cholesterol 

lowering eggs

- vitamins

- Minerals

- omega 3,6

- Lycine

- Lechitin

- DHEA

- Oligosacharides

- Pre and post biotics

- Chitosan

- Co enzyme Q10
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Reason for Evolution Pattern a Reflection of 

the Peculiarities of the Country - Japan Vs US
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Peculiarities of Japan - Leading to More 

Preventive rather than curative

 2nd largest economy in the world but with the 

longest life span 

By 2010 over 25% of population is > 65 yrs of age 

Overall concern is about energy, digestion, weight, 

oral health

 Food habits

– balanced meals - protein, carbohydrate and fat intake 

more balanced than western foods
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Peculiarities of Japan - Leading to More 

“Natural” 

Like all Oriental cultures believe in a lot of natural 

remedies

– Green tea - weight loss, oral health, overall health etc

– Yakult (yoghurt) - Digestion

 Inherent belief in the “power” of nature
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US - Very Different From Japan
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US - More Curative than Preventive

 Food habits

– Rich in Carbohydrates and Fats 

 Food habits and life styles leading to high 

incidence of

– Obesity

– CVD

Though there is a certain wave of “preventive”  in 

the market
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Difference from Japan - Less “Natural” 

Belief in Franken foods

 Science more powerful than nature

– Olean

– Cholesterol busting margarine

– Low cholesterol eggs

Though there is now a back to “nature” wave……

– organic foods, vegetarianism, oxygen parlours, etc
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And An Increased Interest In Natural

 In the US, in the past decade, the number of visits to 

providers of non conventional therapies grew by 

nearly 50%. (From 425 million in 1990 to 629 million 

in 1997.)

That's far more than the number of visits to primary 
care physicians (386 million). 
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Reflected In The Growth Of Natural Research 

And Education

There is a growing acceptance of research supporting 

the medicinal use of herbs among medical 

professionals. 

Centres for researching alternative therapies have 

been established at several universities. 

A 1997-1998 survey of 117 U.S. medical schools 

found that nearly two-thirds of them offer courses on 

complementary and alternative medicine. 
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It Is Evident In other Related Areas

The global retail market specifically for medicinal 
herbs and botanicals in 1999 was $19.4 billion U.S. 

The market is expected to grow at 8 percent till 2003. 
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Summarising

The health care scenario is changing globally.

The trend is to move away from curing to prevention.

The adoption time has been different in different 

markets.
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India - Very Underdeveloped Market

- Vitamins

- Minerals

- Beta Carotene

- Amla, Tulsi etc

- Garlic - Seven Seas

- Cod Liver Oil

- Saffola - high PUFA - CVD

- Saffola - Low sodium 

- MFDs

Nutrients Power Foods from Nature Nutrient Enriched Food
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Macro Reasons For Growth

Escalating expense of western pharmaceuticals 

Higher level of consumer awareness and affluence 
leading to consumers taking preventive rather than 
curative medication. 

A busier lifestyle and a desire to return to a natural/ 
healthy lifestyle. 

A renewed interest in ethnic cultures.
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Need To Understand The Consumers

We have been tracking this sector for some time and 

have formed a basic understanding.

Before proceeding any further we needed to build on 

that understanding.

Hence we met some consumers...
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Understanding Health Perceptions

Ongoing Euro RSCG Research on 

Healthcare issues
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We Met Consumers

Target Group A2/B1 B2/C

House wives with children aged 3-10 yrs 1 1

Housewives with children aged 13-18 yrs 1 1

Housewives whose kids are married 1 1

SEC
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To Understand

Their relationship with the health category

What are their normal concern / problem areas. And 
what kind of treatment do they go in for

Attitude towards alternative therapies - natural, 
herbal, ayurveda
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Relationship With The Category
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Good Health Is Absence of Illness

What Good health means to them:

- Lack of diseases

- Energy to do all the work at home

- No tiredness

- Ill health is bad news because:

- Ill health means a lifetime of medicines which does not 
appeal 

- And not able to take care of the family which is 
something she cannot think of
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They Dislike Frequent Medication

0

20

40

60

80

100

Strongly disagree Somewhat disagree Somewhat agree Strongly agree don't know

Medication to be taken only when absolutely necessary
Medication taken too often will not be affective after some time
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And Take Action Only When Necessary
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Translated –Strongly Curative

Symptom relief

Not falling ill

Positive Health

Positive state of

mind and body

Health

Lack of illness symptoms = Good health
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Differences in Attitudes Depends on Their 

Life Cycle Stage & SEC

SEC A2/ B1- Housewives with children in the age grp SEC B2/ C

3-10 13-18 25+, Married 5-15

Confidence in self

medication

Slightly nervous High confidence High confidence Nervous

Preventive

measures for own

health

Just take some

supplements/

fruits/ veggies

Start on physical

exercise also

(yoga, walking,

exercise, jogging)

Still on the exercise

regime but also

take some sort of

medications and

some supplement

capsules.

Considers working

at home enough

exercise, no extra

efforts needed

Family’s health Give fruits/

veggies/ milk.

And supplements

like Calcium/

Multi-vitamins.

Not much change.

Supplement

intake goes down.

Do not believe in

giving any food

supplements. They

treat all of it as

medicine.

Visiting GPs for

health check ups

Nil Nil Few visits Nil

Considers it

unnecessary expense
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Concerns By Age

Coughs & 

Colds

Fever
Diarrhea

Wheezing

Teething

Skin rashes

Coughs & Colds

Fever

Diarrhea

Worms

Tiredness

Deficiencies

Wheezing

Skin – rashes, allergies

Coughs & Colds

Diarrhea

Stress

Menstruation

Eye problems

Skin – acne

Coughs & Colds

Aches & pains

Stress

Pregnancy

Tiredness

Anemia

Weight gain

Coughs & Colds

Hypertension

Diabetes

Heart problems

Acidity / Indigestion

Aches & pains

Stress

Menopause

Wheezing

Eye problems

Weight gain

Skin pigmentation

0-2 yrs

2-10 yrs

13-19 yrs

20-30 yrs

35+ yrs
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Set Path As To How Medication Is 

Generally Done And The Options 

Preferred
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The First Level Of Treatment -

Always Done At Home

The  first level of treatment for general disorders like 

cold/ cough, fever, diarrhea etc is at home with home 

remedies.

A visit to a GP is made only if the remedies do not 

seem to be working.
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Prefer Allopathic For Quick And 

Immediate Relief

• There are four areas where the consumer

prefer allopathic remedy over herbal.

• Areas where quick and immediate relief is

needed.
– Fever

– Cough and cold

– Aches and pains

– Antiseptic and fungal infections
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And Herbal More For External Applications and 

Where Instant Relief Is Not Sought

 Prefer herbal-

– for those areas where long term relief rather than 

immediate action is important.

– And areas which are external and chemical additives are 

perceived to be harming rather than healing.
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And Have Clearly Differentiated 

Perceptions About The different 

Remedies
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Allopathic

 Associated with illness and negativity- stress, tension

Meant for people with a busy schedule

Connotations of modern, young etc. 

Luxurious
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Ayurveda

 Seen as something for old people

As a specialty medicine

Associated with patience
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Herbal

 Seen as fresh and natural

Associated with happiness and everything positive-

happy family, fun etc.

Has young and cosmetic connotations
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Natural

Almost similar connotations as that of herbal

Associations of energy and stamina
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Summarising

Attitude towards health is still preventive.

And the attitude towards self medication depends on 
where the consumer is in their life-cycle.

High level of self medication- the first level of 
treatment always starts at home and only if necessary 
do they venture out to visit their doctor.

 Prefer allopathic for quick and immediate relief and
herbal for external applications and long time cure.
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Summarising

Allopathic treatment associated with illness, negativity 
and prevention.

While natural/ herbal treatments associated with happy 
family, freshness, relaxation and positivity.
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Small Section of Consumers Taking A More 

Proactive Stance

 Improved economic conditions and 

Busier lifestyles, coupled with rising levels of 

affluence

More exposure to information on health.

Leading more people to take a proactive stance 

regarding their general well-being. 
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Implications for Us

Current behaviour - More Curative than Preventive

Do not want to take medicines unless absolutely 

necessary

 Slowly evolving market for preventive products

But prefer to consult their doctor before starting any 

therapy
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Even the HRT market is Yet to Take off

Estd. 2.5 crore post menopausal women in urban India 

of which about 75 lacs are in SEC A&B

Of these only about1 lac women on HRT
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Hence...

Opportunity for Alembic to create and then own a 

category

But the effort calls for patience and deep pockets
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The Task For DHEA
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A Look at DHEA

A potential panacea for post mid-life diseases 

 Supports are weak (Mainly animal studies; human 

studies are few and often conflicting)

 Safety is questionable 
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So what is DHEA?

 Fountain of youth

 Super hormone

Anti-aging drug

What should we make it stand for in the consumer’s and 

doctor’s mind?
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DHEA is...

 For consumers:

A natural way to prevent adverse effects of ageing

 For doctors:

A safe, proven hormone 
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The Communication Challenge

Two pronged approach:

Enticing the consumer (empowering)

Convincing the doctor (the gate keeper)
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Doctor Promotion
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Doctor Research

To understand current awareness on DHEA we spoke 

to doctors

 Sample Size

 Cardiologist (2)

 Endocrinologist (1)

 Consulting Physicians (3)
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Low Awareness on DHEA

 Only 2 doctors know about DHEA as     

Dehydroepiandrosterone.

 Once the full form of the acronym was revealed, all of 

them knew that it is a hormone 

 Only 3 knew that this hormone is a precursor to many 

other hormones in the body.
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DHEA Supplement

 DHEA – as a diet  supplement for 40+ plus patients was 

a new concept to all the doctors. 

 They do not see any added benefits in DHEA 

supplementation

 CP's think that DHEA supplement is more   relevant to 

the Endocrinologists 

 Dismissed it as a fad when asked if it should be taken as 

a preventive for heart diseases
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Role of DHEA

 Doctors [Endocrinologist & CP] believe that DHEA could 
play an important role in osteoporosis

 Other benefits (use in hypertension, diabetes  and AIDS) 
were disclaimed by all the doctors

Seen only as a precursor to sex hormones in the body and 
hence its perceived benefits are very limited

Do not see it as main line of treatment for specified 
indications
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In Sum

Very low awareness on DHEA

Consequently believe it is not the mainstay of 

treatment 

Osteoporosis seemed to be most believable

 Important gate keepers to patient’s decision to use
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Our Task

Education is the key

Need to ensure they give a positive feed back when 

patients seek their opinion
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Target Doctors

Consultant Physicians

Cardiologists

Orthopaedicians 

We also recommend

Gynaecologists

Endocrinologists
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DHEA - Too Much Of A Good Thing?

 Chronic fatigue syndrome

 Dementia

 Depression

 Parkinson's

 Alzheimer’s

 Lupus erythematous

 Rheumatoid arthritis

 Allergic disorders

 Obesity

 CAD

 Diabetes

 Osteoporosis

 AIDS

 Cancer

Indications range from the everyday to the life threatening.

Which ones should we target to doctors?
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Overcoming Benefit Complexity

 Select speciality specific indications based on:

– Clinical evidence

– Patient potential
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Specialitywise Indications

Speciality specific communication

Cardiologists & Con. Physicians

* Diabetes, CVD, Dementia

Orthopaedicians & Gynaecologists

* Osteoporosis, RA, Lupus
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Doctor Learning

 In chronic diseases, drugs don’t always provide patient 

satisfaction

Doctors are open to trying an adjuvant
– Garlic pills and anti-oxidants for cholesterol

– Ginkgo biloba for dementia

– Glucosamine, Gold salts for arthritis

Hence DHEA will gain easier acceptance as a compliment to 

current therapy 
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Positioning

 In the treatment of age related diseases (CAD, 

diabetes, RA, osteoporosis etc.) conventional therapy 

alone may not be enough.

Correcting hormone balance through DHEA 

supplementation results in better efficacy
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Key Message

When treating CAD/diabetes/osteoporosis/dementia… is 

there something missing?

Complete the therapy by restoring hormone levels with 

DHEA.
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Promotion Vehicles

Launch mailers

Doctor seminar

Detailing

 Patient education leaflets

Events to build excitement around the brand
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Mailers  

Two launch mailers to sharp focus ‘early adopters’

– Introduce DHEA 

– Reply card for more information and samples

Respondents will be target for launch conference, sampling 

and MR visits
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Launch Seminars

 In top 6 - 8 metros

Address by international / national doctor of repute 

The session should be a combination of scientific and 

entertainment

Besides educating doctors, media coverage of these 

events will create a PR opportunity
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Seminar With A Difference

The attraction for doctors could be dinner with a 

celebrity couple (40+) like Pataudi and Sharmila 

Tagore

Or the venue could be at Kanha so the seminar is 

followed by a safari
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Events

Doctors are also consumers, hence the theme for 

DTC communication can be extended for the events

 Opinion leaders (usually over 40) are provided 

opportunities to partake in exciting activities
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The Theme

‘Life is what happens to you while you are busy making 

other plans!’

Alembic (DHEA) gives you the opportunity to do some 

of the things you always wanted to do but never found 

the time
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Life’s Opportunities

 Series of 6 events through the year:

– Safari (tie up with tour operator)

– Speed boat / water scooter ride

– Car treasure hunt / rally

– Supper theatre

– Hot air balloon ride

– Scuba diving
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Convincing The Doctors Is Not Enough

Need to increase patient traffic to doctors 
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Empowering Consumers 

To Make The Better Choice
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Advertising

Public Relations

Professional

Direct

Marketing
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Target Audience

Men and women

 35 years +

 Successful in their careers / business (SEC A)

 In metros and mini metros
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How do they see themselves?

 So much left to do. Time is running out

Acutely aware of their mortality

 Illnesses have started

Responsibility overload - kids education, car/house 

loans, lifestyle needs
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Who Are They?

The men

– Senior level executives or business men

– Health conscious

– But may not find the time to follow a fitness regimen

– Open to taking a diet supplement as an insurance for good 

health
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Who Are They?

The women

– Career women or house wives

– Active social life

– Power to influence or be influenced by peers
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Their View on Life’s Milestones

 20-30 years: Time to invest (work hard for the 

future)

 30-40 years: Consolidate their position

 40 + : Reap the rewards of their labour
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Consumer Insight

They believe that ‘The best is yet to come’

Hence we need to position DHEA to support their 

belief
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What Do We Say To Them?

Life begins at 40. Be ready for it!

Thanks to DHEA the next 40 years can be as eventful, 

if not more, as the first
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Present Creative
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PR Recommendation 
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PR Objectives

Assist to create awareness and medical

authenticity for DHEA among consumers

Educate media on DHEA and build relationships

with media. Leverage for quality media mileage

 Project Alembic as the pioneer to introduce/launch

DHEA in India

Leverage medical research on DHEA for

acceptance from medical community
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Target Audience

Consumers: 35 years+ in metros, SEC A

General interest and business media

Nutrition experts & dieticians

Medical community, esp. cardiologists, physicians and 

orthopaedic surgeons
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Media Strategy

Editorial media is to be used to create a demand for DHEA

Pre-launch: Generic stories on DHEA

 First a general interest magazine like Outlook/India Today will

be tapped for an exclusive feature on DHEA and its beneficial

effects

 Next TV programmes (news / health) will be tapped to explain

DHEA: the concept, how it works, using the lab, scientists and

doctors
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Media Strategy

Launch of DHEA by NPAFinc

 DHEA will be launched in the media, through a press release

 Followed by a one on one media education programme (target

15 relevant publications/TV programmes). The programme

objective would be to generate features on the various

beneficial aspects of DHEA

 All media stories would need a spokesperson from NPAFinc,

research findings to back claims and a doctor /medical

consultant to give medical credibility
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Getting expert endorsement

Dieticians, Nutrition and Fitness experts will be 

targeted in Mumbai and Delhi (20)

One on one presentations will be made to them and 

they will also be given complimentary supplies of 

DHEA

 If possible, patient education material will be placed in 

their outlets/gyms
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Direct contact with key targets

Health clubs

 Tie up with 5 health clubs each in Mumbai and Delhi for an in-

house joint promotion to members

Joggers parks

 Target 2 parks each in Mumbai and Delhi for promotion at 

entrance
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Engaging the public

Once there is enough media mileage for DHEA, talk 

shows on radio and TV will be targeted

A list of potential anchors / bureau chiefs (5-10) will 

be made and they will be targeted with a 

personalised presentation on DHEA. 

They will be offered experts for their show like 

doctors and nutritionists 

A month’s complimentary supply of DHEA to 

experience the benefits first hand
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Create Medical Endorsement

Ensure media coverage for doctor’s seminars where  

international/national high profile doctor speaks on the 

research findings  of DHEA. 
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Media Recommendation
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Structure

Who should we speak  to? - Target Audience

Where to focus the activity? - Markets prioritised

Which is the optimal media? - Media mix

Which vehicles to use? - Vehicle mix

How to reach them? - Media strategy

– Options
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The Product, The People

Given the nature of the product, the consumers will 
essentially be :

All Adults

Aged 40-60 yrs

Urban

Educated/ aware to be conscious of such supplement 

required

Be able to afford
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B2

B1

B1

A2

B2

C

C

B2

B1

D

C

C

B1

A2

A2

A1

A1

B2

B2

B1

A2

D

C

C

A2

A2

A1

A1

A1

B1

B1

A2

A1

D

B2

B2

A2

A1

A1

A1

A1

B1

A2

A2

A1

D

B2

B2

Unskilled Workers

D

D

C

B1

D

D

D

C

B1

E2

E2

E2

D

C

B2

B1

D

D

D

C

B1

E2

E1

D

C

B2

B2

A2

D

D

C

C

B1

E1

D

D

Skilled Workers

Petty Workers

Shop Owners

B’men / Ind’list - 0 Employees

B’men / Ind’list - 1-9 Employees

B’men / Ind’list - 10 + Employees

Self Employed Professionals

Clerical / Salesman

Supervisory Level

Officers / Execs - Jnr

Officers / Execs - Mid / Sr

E2

Illiterate
Upto 4 yrs

schooling

5-9 yrs

schooling
SSC/HSC

College but

not Grad

Grad/Post

Grad (Gen)

Grad/Post

Grad(Prof)

Education ->

Occupation

HHs classified based on SEC, caters to mental  disposition of audience
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Therefore, our Target Audience

 Sex : All adults

Age : 40-60 yrs

 SEC : A1
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Therefore, Approach

Test Launch in 1 market

National Launch to follow

Highly focused

National activity

Option 1  Option 2

• Create awareness

• Generate excitement

• Launch with full furore and 

then later spread wide

• Concentrate on the core 

audience

• Sustained communication 

to those who matter
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Option 1

Test Launch
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Vehicle Mix

Use Dailies
– Media Isolation

– Maintain immediacy of communication

Use City supplements to:
– Minimise spillover to National Capital Region

– Cost efficiency

– Nature of Readership

• Supplements tend to have involved readership as 
compared to the main edition

• Balance readership across Men and Women

– Colour reproduction/ High on imagery
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Media Plan (2 months)

Publication Supplement Edn Day Lang Hue Size Rate pcc Cost p ins # ins Total Cost

Hindustan Times HT City Del F-Sun Eng Col 100 1,500     150,000    6 900,000    

M-Th Eng BW 100 1,150     115,000    4 460,000    

Times of India Delhi Times Del all Eng Col 100 1,300     130,000    6 780,000    

Eng BW 100 1,300     130,000    4 520,000    

Navbharat Times Hello Dilli Del STFTh Hin Col 100 413        41,300      6 247,800    

Hin BW 100 413        41,300      4 165,200    

30   3,073,000 

Plan at card cost
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Media Recommendations

 Post Test Launch, roll out nationally

– Activity in select Magazines

– Sprinkle of dailies to support each of the 9 markets

• Same strategy in dailies
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Activity Schedule

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6

Test Launch x x

National x x x x
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Option 2

Highly focused National Activity
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The Media Mix

Educational

Rational

Serious

Focussed TA

National 

coverage

Press only

Magazines

• Editorial ambience as

enhancement of message 

• Special placement/spons

• Lesser Spillover

Additionally

we get:
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Vehicle Mix

Given Reach, 

possible mix of 

magazines would 

be (Top 20):

Reach (%)Male(%)Female(%)

Estimated Adults (000s) 100Publication

INDIA TODAY (Eng) 25.0 67 33

READERS' DIGEST 20.8 60 40

OUTLOOK 10.3 65 35

STARDUST (Eng) 10.1 63 37

FILMFARE 9.7 65 35

FEMINA 7.5 42 58

GRIHA SHOBA (Hin) 7.5 24 76

BUSINESS INDIA 6.9 83 17

WOMEN'S ERA 6.2 42 58

THE WEEK 5.8 66 34

SANANDA 5.6 57 43

FRONTLINE 5.6 79 21

BUSINESS TODAY 5.2 81 19

SARITA 5.2 35 65

HEALTH & NUTRITION 5.0 56 40

DESH 4.8 54 46

SAPATAHIK BARTAMAN 4.8 54 46

COMPETITION S REVIEW 4.8 63 38

BUSINESS WORLD 4.6 83 13

INDIA TODAY (Hin) 4.4 59 41
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Vehicle 

Mix - The 

Top 20

Hi credibility factor

Reach (%)Male(%)Female(%)

Estimated Adults (000s) 100Publication

INDIA TODAY (Eng) 25.0 67 33

READERS' DIGEST 20.8 60 40

OUTLOOK 10.3 65 35

STARDUST (Eng) 10.1 63 37

FILMFARE 9.7 65 35

FEMINA 7.5 42 58

GRIHA SHOBA (Hin) 7.5 24 76

BUSINESS INDIA 6.9 83 17

WOMEN'S ERA 6.2 42 58

THE WEEK 5.8 66 34

SANANDA 5.6 57 43

FRONTLINE 5.6 79 21

BUSINESS TODAY 5.2 81 19

SARITA 5.2 35 65

HEALTH & NUTRITION 5.0 56 40

DESH 4.8 54 46

SAPATAHIK BARTAMAN 4.8 54 46

COMPETITION S REVIEW 4.8 63 38

BUSINESS WORLD 4.6 83 13

INDIA TODAY (Hin) 4.4 59 41
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Vehicle Mix...

 Focus on select magazines

Ensure presence in high credibility vehicles
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Media Recommendations

Be the leader => assume the “Educational” role
– Advertorial format to be used

Advertising to be present in “relevant” environment

Build associations to enhance communication
– Re-enforce “Consult your Doctor” statement

– Position ads opposite columns  relevant to older age group/ 
health tips
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Media Recommendations

 Presence in select magazines, with multiple insertions 

in the same issue to ensure:

– High Impact

– Better opportunity to communicate

– TOM Recall
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Media Plan (6 months)

Publication Freq Lang size FP Rate Ins Cost #/copy cost /copy # iss Total cost

Reader's Digest Mtly Eng FP 265,000  265,000  3 795,000  6     4,770,000       

Health n Nutrition Mtly Eng FP 95,500    95,500    3 286,500  6     1,719,000       

12   6,489,000       

Plan at card cost
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Media Recommendations

Once awareness about DHEA has been created, sustain 

with

Association with “Health tips” columns

 Strip ads in regular features on “Ageing problems”

Ensure presence in any stories on:
– Ageing
– Health problems
– Personal care for the aged
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Overall activity at a glance

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12

Advertorial x x x x x x

Strip/ Spons x x x x x x

Launch Sustenance
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Doctor – Activity Timelines

Activity Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Launch Mailer

Seminars

Detailing

Patient Education 

Material

Events
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Consumer – Activity Timelines
Activity Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Pre-Launch 

Media story

Launch by Alembic 

Media Story

Media Coverage of 

Doctor Seminars

Nutritionist/ Dietician/

Fitness Expert Program

Health Club/ Parties

Program

Radio & TV talk Shows

DTC Advertising
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Thank You


